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Abstract
We conducted a Mössbauer study of synthetic glasses with anorthite-diopside eutectic composition
modified with either 5 or 1 wt% Fe2O3 and variable amounts of silica. Glasses were synthesized in air
in the temperature range 1400–1570 °C. Room-temperature Mössbauer spectra showed the presence
of magnetically ordered Fe3+, for which a systematic fitting procedure was developed to correctly
estimate Fe3+/Fe2+. At constant T-fO2 we observed a minimum in the variation of Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio with
silica that varied from 56 to 63 wt% SiO2, depending on temperature. It was also demonstrated that
the temperature dependence of the ferric/ferrous ratio [log(Fe3+/Fe2+) vs. 1/T] is essentially similar
for basic and silicic melts.
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Introduction

K = aFeO1.5/(aFeO·fO21/4) = (Fe3+/Fe2+)·(γFeO1.5/γFeO)/fO21/4

The ferric/ferrous ratio is an important parameter of natural
silicate melts that controls crystallization of iron-containing
phases and physical properties of silicate melts through the
activities of FeO and Fe2O3 components. The Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio is
also widely used to estimate the redox conditions of magmas
(e.g., Christie et al. 1986). Many different empirical equations
have been suggested (e.g., Sack et al. 1980; Kilinc et al. 1983;
Kress and Carmichael 1988, 1991; Borisov and Shapkin 1989;
Ottonello et al. 2001; Jayasuriya et al. 2004), but most of them
assume a linear dependence of log (Fe3+/Fe2+) on the mole fractions of the main components of the silicate melts.
Starting with the classical study by White (1938), a large
number of experimental papers on the activity of iron oxides in
simple, complex, and natural silicate melts have been published
(e.g., Darken and Gurry 1946; Doyle and Naldrett 1986; Doyle
1988; Holzheid et al. 1997; Gaillard et al. 2003). In a recent study,
the Ni, Co, and Fe solubilities in DA-SiO2 melts (where DA is
the anorthite-diopside eutectic composition) were investigated
(Borisov 2006, 2007). It was shown that the maximum solubility
of Me (minimum activity coefficient of MeO, γMeO) was observed
in melts with 55–57 wt% SiO2, regardless of temperature and
oxygen fugacity. Melts beyond this range showed significantly
lower metal solubility and, correspondingly, higher MeO activity coefficients (Fig. 1). The extreme of γFeO vs. SiO2 content is
especially important in the context of the present study.
The Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio in silicate melts may be described by the
reaction
FeO + ¼ O2 = FeO1.5

where ai and γi are the activities and activity coefficients, respectively, of iron oxides in silicate melts and fO2 is the oxygen
fugacity. Thus, at constant T-fO2 conditions the value of Fe3+/Fe2+
must be proportional to γFeO1.5/γFeO in the silicate liquid. If so, one
may expect an extremum of Fe3+/Fe2+ vs. SiO2. In principle, a
nonlinear behavior of the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio with systematic change
of melt composition is well known. Dickenson and Hess (1981)
found a minimum of Fe2+/ΣFe (2 wt% FeO in K2O-Al2O3-SiO2
melts) with increasing K/Al ratio, but in their case the minimum
was very close to the boundary between peraluminous and
peralkaline melts where the melt structure is known to change
dramatically. In contrast, Virgo et al. (1981) found extrema
(minima of Fe3+/ΣFe vs. NBO/T) in more simple alumina-free
melts (BaO-SiO2, Na2O-SiO2, and K2O-SiO2 modified with
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Figure 1. Representative results demonstrating the effect of silica
on the NiO and FeO activity coefficients in silicate melts of the DA-SiO2
system (based on the data of Borisov 2006, 2007).
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